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Our roots and our passion to help foster children and their families goes 
back to the Gold Rush Era, as one of the state’s earliest orphanages. In 1867, 
the Eastfield Home of Benevolence started taking in children from the 
streets of downtown San Jose. Ming Quong Presbyterian Home, founded in 
1874, housed Chinese girls who were victims of slavery and prostitution in 
San Francisco. These two agencies evolved into residential treatment centers 
in the 1950s, and merged in 1987.

In 2006, we merged with Los Angeles-based Hollygrove, which had taken 
in many children during the Great Depression, including Norma Jean Baker 
(Marilyn Monroe). Three years later, we merged with FamiliesFirst, bringing us 
one step closer to who we are today: Uplift Family Services, one of the largest, 
most comprehensive mental and behavioral health treatment programs in 
California. We build upon the deep expertise and best practices of those who 
came before us, and as such, we have achieved a multitude of auspicious 
outcomes this past year, including providing services to over 30,000 
children and their family members across more than 30 counties, and 
finalizing a record-breaking 117 adoptions!

It is outcomes like these that made us decide it was time to expand upon our 
standard financials report, and to that end, I’m very pleased to present our 
very first Year in Review. In it, you’ll find a breakdown of the great work 
we’ve done with the support of our staff, community partners, regional and 
statewide Boards, auxiliaries, donors, and supporters who are passionate 
about making a difference.

To those people—thank you for your continued support and sharing in our 
vision to do whatever it takes to help children and family members recover 
from trauma—such as abuse, severe neglect, addiction, and poverty. As  
you read through our Year in Review, I hope you will be as proud as I am of 
the life-changing impact that, together, we’re able to make for vulnerable 
children and families. Because of you, we will continue to offer hope to those 
experiencing great difficulties for many, many more years to come. 

Darrell Evora, MCP, MBA
President and CEO
Uplift Family Services

Though I’m proud to 
report on our achievements 
every year, this year holds 
special meaning, as Uplift 
Family Services celebrated  
its 150th anniversary. 

From the President and CEO
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About Uplift Family Services
Uplift Family Services, a private, nonprofit agency, is one of the largest, most 
comprehensive mental health treatment programs in the western United States. 
The agency takes a state-of-the-art approach to children and youth with complex 
behavioral health challenges: we combine research-based services (including 
evidence-based therapies and psychiatric services) with a family-centered effort to 
identify and address the complex needs of the family. Our results are higher than 
state or national averages on metrics such as living at home, staying in school, 
and staying out of trouble.

Our Mission
We do whatever it takes to strengthen and advocate for children, families, adults, 
and communities to realize their hopes for behavioral health and well-being.

Our Philosophy
Uplift Family Services believes the most effective form of care for children, 
youth, and their families is based in the community, using strengths and needs 
to define and individualize service. We believe children and families should have 
the greatest possible access to services, as well as maximum voice and choice in 
planning, carrying out, and evaluating those services.

Our Impact
We solve complex mental health problems using a strength-based approach to 
define and individualize services. Our clinical teams work in partnership with  
each family to plan, deliver, and evaluate those services. We recognize there is  
no one-size-fits-all path toward hope.

Uplift Family Services is a pioneer in the wraparound philosophy for California. 
We believe the most effective form of care for children, youth, and their families 
is based in the community, where we can build upon a foundation of support. We 
respect and are sensitive to our children’s social and cultural backgrounds. Our 
services are culturally relevant, and one-quarter of our staff is certified bilingual.

Our Community Partners
Uplift Family Services works closely with county partners in children and family 
services. We take pride in our ability to take a leadership role in implementing 
coordinated services and being responsive to our county partners and families. 
We have an active donor community, including dedicated, organized groups 
of volunteers who contribute countless hours of time and talent coordinating 
fundraising projects for the benefit of our children and teens at risk or in crisis.
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Leadership
Darrell Evora, MBA, MCP 
President/Chief Executive Officer

Kathryn Meier McCarthy 
Chief Operating Officer/General Counsel

Craig Wolfe, LMFT 
Chief Clinical Officer

Jason Gurahoo  
Chief Financial Officer

Mark Edelstein, MD 
Medical Director

Lisa Alegria 
Vice President, Fund Development and Marketing

Eleanor Castillo Sumi, Ph.D., BCBA-D 
Vice President, Research and Program Development

Rachael Clausen  
Vice President, Shared Services

Ron Scott  
Vice President, Human Resources

Marilyn Bamford, LMFT  
Executive Director, Fresno Region

Laura Champion, LMFT 
Executive Director, Bay Area Region

Elena Judd, Ph.D. 
Executive Director, Los Angeles Region

Gordon Richardson, LCSW 
Executive Director, Sacramento Region

Brian Thomson, LMFT 
Executive Director, San Bernardino Region

Eva Terrazas 
Executive Director, Policy and Advocacy

Kirstin Reed 
Corporate Compliance Officer

A Story of Hope: Inland Empire

After losing both her parents, Elena’s older sister, Penelope, became 
the family’s primary caregiver. However, Penelope felt overwhelmed 
because of Elena’s anger issues. She didn’t know how long she could 
continue taking care of Elena, and considered putting her into foster 
care. It was then that Elena was referred to Uplift Family Services’ 
wraparound program, where she received mental health, intensive 
care coordination, family finding, and intensive home behavioral 
services. Both sisters enjoyed the activities and discussions during 
each meeting, and eventually, there was a noticeable change. 
Elena started attending all of her classes and was appropriately 
communicating with her sister, as well as other friends and family 
members. After nine months together, staff were able to help the 
sisters achieve their long-term goals for stability, and Elena became 
another successful Uplift program graduate!
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38%
INTENSIVE BEHAVIORAL 

HEALTH SERVICES

7%
COMMUNITY-BASED  
WELLNESS SERVICES

% of Expenses

% of Revenue

11%
FOSTER CARE  

AND ADOPTIONS

1%
FUNDRAISING 

15%
OUTPATIENT MENTAL 

HEALTH SERVICES

2%
DEVELOPMENTAL  

DISABILITIES

21%
MANAGEMENT  
AND GENERAL

5%
RESIDENTIAL  

SERVICES

Statement of Financial Position

$81,407,128
TOTAL ASSETS

$39,660,147
TOTAL NET ASSETS

$41,746,981
TOTAL LIABILITIES

89% GOVERNMENT  
GRANTS 5% FUNDRAISING/ 

CONTRIBUTIONS 2% FEES FOR  
SERVICE4% OTHER  

INCOME

A Story of Hope: Capital Region

Asha experienced multiple foster home placements, but at  
15-years-old, her foster parents became her legal guardians. Though 
Asha loved her new family, she was still feeling mad and lonely all the 
time, questioning if she could trust anyone, and locking herself in her 
bathroom with headphones on to isolate herself. Asha approached 
her mom for help and was quickly referred to Uplift Family Services’ 
Flexible Integrated Treatment program, and through therapy, she was 
able to develop skills to manage depressive symptoms and reduce 
her instinct to suppress feelings. A Youth Peer Mentor also helped her 
fill out college and financial aid applications and obtain her driver’s 
license. Today, Asha is attending a local community college, with 
aspirations of going to veterinary school. Asha proudly proclaims,  
“I’m finally in a place where I feel I can be independent and feel 
confident in myself, and have learned to trust people in my life.”
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26.7%
OUTPATIENT  

MENTAL HEALTH  
SERVICES

26.1%
INTENSIVE  

BEHAVIORAL  
HEALTH SERVICES

Who We Serve

By Gender By Age

INLAND EMPIRE  
REGION  
Total Served 612 
San Bernardino County 
 
CENTRAL REGION  
Total Served 1,187 
Fresno County 
Madera County 
Tulare County

FOSTER FAMILY  
AGENCY 
Total Served 1,004 
 
CAPITAL REGION  
Total Served 1,962 
Nevada County 
Placer County 
Sacramento County 
Solano County

BAY AREA REGION 
Total Served 6,715 
Alameda County 
Monterey County 
Santa Clara County 
Contra Costa County 
 
LOS ANGELES  
REGION 
Total Served 1,054 
Los Angeles County

CAPITAL REGION

CENTRAL REGION

INLAND  
 EMPIRE REGION

LOS ANGELES REGION

BAY AREA REGION

19.4%
CONTINUUM OF  

CRISIS CARE

10.9%
FOSTER CARE  

AND ADOPTIONS

8%
EDUCATIONAL  

SUPPORT SERVICES

7.9%
COMMUNITY-BASED 
WELLNESS SERVICES

0.7%
DEVELOPMENTAL 

DISABILITIES

0.3%
RESIDENTIAL  

SERVICES

12,534
TOTAL CHILDREN AND YOUTH SERVED

18,801
TOTAL FAMILY MEMBERS SERVED

31,335
TOTAL CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILY MEMBERS SERVED

50%
MALE

15.5%
AGES 0–5

2.8%
AGES 27+

2.8%
AGES 18–26

78.9%
AGES 6–17

2%
OTHER

48%
FEMALE

By Ethnicity

Services at a Glance

44%
HISPANIC/LATINO

10%
AFRICAN AMERICAN 

5%
ASIAN 

10%
MULTI-ETHNIC 

12%
OTHER

19%
CAUCASIAN
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Our Fiscal Year 2017 Services
Uplift Family Services solves complex mental health problems using a strength-based approach to define and 
individualize services. Our clinical teams work in partnership with each family to plan, deliver, and evaluate those 
services to lift up youth and families. In fiscal year 2017, our library of services included:

Outpatient Mental Health Services
Outpatient Mental Health services are clinic and community-based treatment services using evidence-based 
practices, offered at home and school, for individual children and youth with serious emotional disorders, and 
for family members in crisis. It helps children, youth, and their families alleviate suffering, recover from trauma, 
restore and maintain a healthy level of day-to-day functioning, and work toward optimal growth and development 
at home and in the community.

Our array of mental health services include:

Referrals are made to our Client Services Center from the County Department of Social Services, County Department 
of Family and Children’s Services, County Department of Mental Health, Probation Department for juveniles and 
adults, school systems, private therapists, or other programs within Uplift Family Services, as well as from the families 
themselves. Funding for these programs is provided through the regional mental health county contracts.

Of the 3,353 children and youth served in our community or clinic-based outpatient programs, at the end of treatment:

98% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH CONTINUED TO STAY OUT OF TROUBLE WITH THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

94% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH EXHIBITED SIGNIFICANTLY LESS ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR

93% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH MAINTAINED IN THEIR HOME OR FAMILY SETTING

93% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH AVOIDED SUSPENSION AND/OR EXPULSION

INDIVIDUAL THERAPY

FAMILY THERAPY

GROUP THERAPY

EARLY CHILDHOOD SERVICES

SOCIAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING

CASE MANAGEMENT

CRISIS INTERVENTION

TREATMENT FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND  
FAMILIES AFFECTED BY CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

ASSESSMENT

PARENTING SKILLS TRAINING

SUPPORT TO CAREGIVERS

PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES

REHABILITATION SERVICES

LINKAGE TO COMMUNITY RESOURCES
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Intensive Behavioral Health Services
Intensive Behavioral Health services provide an array of mental health services which include 24-hour on-call service. 
The primary focus of these programs is to prevent children and youth with significant behavioral health conditions 
from being placed in a more restrictive level of care, or to transition them from higher levels of care (e.g., Residential 
Services) back into the community. These services are primarily funded by regional mental health county contracts.  

Of the 3,272 children and youth served in intensive behavioral health programs, at the end of treatment:

98%
OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 
CONTINUED TO STAY OUT 

OF TROUBLE WITH THE 
JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

88%
OF CHILDREN AND 
YOUTH AVOIDED 

SUSPENSION AND/OR 
EXPULSION

86%
OF CHILDREN AND 

YOUTH MAINTAINED 
AT HOME OR A 

FAMILY SETTING

97%
OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH MAINTAINED 

THEIR EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT OR 
WERE ABLE TO RETURN TO A GENERAL 

EDUCATION PLACEMENT

Post Discharge

Uplift Family Services follows children and youth up to six months post discharge. Outcomes include:

88%
OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH CONTINUE 
TO STAY OUT OF TROUBLE WITH THE 

JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

76%
OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH CONTINUE 

TO MAINTAIN OR WENT TO A LESS 
RESTRICTIVE EDUCATIONAL SETTING

87%
OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH CONTINUE TO 
LIVE AT HOME OR IN A FAMILY SETTING

Story of Hope: Bay Area

At times, Phoebe had a roof over her head, but often, she and her 
mother were homeless and resorted to residing in shelters. She 
experienced traumas ranging from bad boyfriends to sexual abuse and 
was unsure where to turn for support, especially since a cultural rift had 
grown between Phoebe and her mother. Depression set in, and at one 
point, Phoebe considered suicide. When she was first referred to Uplift 
Family Services, Phoebe was eager to come in for individual and group 
therapy. When time and transportation issues got in the way, her Uplift 
team arranged to see her in the community. They also met with Phoebe’s 
mom and helped both mother and daughter learn how to support each 
other, and when to let each other breathe. Phoebe’s self-esteem slowly 
grew over the next year, and today, she has graduated from Uplift, as 
well as from high school, completed a career certificate program, and is 
currently enrolled in college and working at a job she loves.
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Continuum of Crisis Care
Continuum of Crisis Care includes services for children and youth with imminent mental 
health needs and who may be a danger to themselves or others. Services include: 

The Mobile Crisis Team, which provides 24-hour intervention to children and youth 
in the community who are in acute psychological crisis. Community Transition 
Services, which provide skill development, parenting support, behavior analysis, 
safety planning, and access to ongoing community-based mental health services.  
The Crisis Stabilization Unit, which is available for children and youth on a psychiatric 
hold who receive short-term emergency assessment and stabilization instead of 
going to the hospital. The Placement Services and Crisis Stabilization Response 
Team supports children and youth as they transition from Santa Clara County’s 
Receiving, Assessment and Intake Center to a community setting, or helps to stabilize 
youth in their current community setting. These services are funded by Medi-Cal.

Of the 2,427 children and youth served in the Bay Area, at the end of treatment:

92% OF FAMILIES REPORTED THE PROGRAMS MET THEIR NEEDS

92% OF FAMILIES WERE SATISFIED WITH THE SERVICES RECEIVED

90% OF FAMILIES SAID THEY WOULD RETURN TO THE PROGRAM

Foster Care and Adoptions
Our Foster Care and Adoptions services are dedicated to keeping children, youth, 
teens, and adults safe. These services help support Resource Parents to provide 
the level of care needed and help reunite youth with their immediate and extended 
biological family members. These services are primarily funded by the California 
Department of Social Services.

Of the 1,367 children and youth served, at the end of treatment:

84% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH IN FOSTER CARE WERE  
DISCHARGED TO A LESS RESTRICTIVE LIVING SITUATION

82% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH IN FOSTER CARE AVOIDED CLINICAL  
DEPRESSION OR REDUCED THEIR DEPRESSION SYMPTOMS

75% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH IN FOSTER CARE IMPROVED THEIR SCHOOL 
BEHAVIORS OR AVOIDED HAVING BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS AT SCHOOL

63% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH IN FOSTER CARE  
WERE PLACED IN A PERMANENT SETTING
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Educational Support Services
Our Educational Support services are designed to be strength-based and  
needs-driven, with an individualized treatment approach that emphasizes 
collaboration with the youth’s natural supports in the family and school. These 
services utilize evidence-based practices and include classroom consultations, 
parent workshops, youth groups, and individual and family therapy. These  
services are primarily funded by regional mental health county contracts,  
or regional school districts.

Of the 999 children and youth served, at the end of treatment:

90% OF FAMILIES REPORTED THEIR CHILD OR YOUTH GETS  
ALONG BETTER WITH FRIENDS AND OTHER PEOPLE

89% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH HAVE NO PROBLEM WITH ABSENCES

88% OF FAMILIES REPORTED THEIR CHILD OR  
YOUTH WAS DOING BETTER IN SCHOOL

Community-Based Wellness Services
Community-Based Wellness services offer programs to help children, youth,  
and families. They include:

Endless Summer, a therapeutic after-school program in the Los Angeles  
region that focuses on school achievement, recreational activities, social skills, 
problem-solving skills, appropriate expression of feelings and thoughts, and 
relationship building. Parent Institute, also in the Los Angeles region, provides  
a space for parents to learn new skills and support one another. 

Addiction Prevention Services in Santa Clara County works to prevent addiction 
by informing and educating youth, families, schools, and communities about the 
dangers of unhealthy behavior choices.

Community-Based Wellness Services are funded by the private sector and grants. 

Of the 991 children and youth served, at the end of treatment:

98% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH WOULD RETURN TO THE PROGRAM

96% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH WERE SATISFIED WITH THE SERVICES RECEIVED

82% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH ARE SATISFIED WITH THEIR FAMILY LIFE
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A Story of Hope: Los Angeles

At nine-years-old, Ebony was referred by her social worker to 
the team-based wraparound program at Uplift Family Services. 
Following her parents’ alcohol-related, fatal car crash, Ebony moved 
in with her grandmother who loved her very much, but was frail and 
didn’t think she’d be able to care for Ebony much longer. Ebony was 
left shattered, isolated, and failing in school. Ebony’s team helped 
her grandmother reconnect with her church, and Ebony began to 
have her best moments in this small, loving community. Eventually, 
with her pastor’s help, an adoptive family within the congregation 
was identified. To help express her grief, her therapist gave Ebony 
a sketchbook she could fill with memories of her parents, and to 
write about her developing bond with her new family. The team 
also collaborated with her teacher to create a nurturing learning 
environment. As she began to feel a sense of security, Ebony 
improved academically and thrived in her new home.

A Story of Hope: Autism

Leo was referred to the Specialty Applied Behavior Analysis program 
at Uplift Family Services when he was first diagnosed with autism. At 
four years of age, Leo used single words to communicate, engaged 
in repetitive play, and struggled with eye contact. He refused to play 
with his peers, isolated himself from his parents, and also required 
intensive supervision, as he would engage in dangerous behaviors, 
such as climbing and running away. Initially, Leo protested and cried 
throughout therapy, and Leo’s parents felt extremely overwhelmed. 
However, his therapists and program supervisor eventually persevered, 
and one year later, Leo can communicate in sentences, plays 
cooperatively with peers, and can play independently and safely. 
Though his parents continue to be very engaged in parent training, 
service hours for Leo have been reduced, and they are all set to 
graduate from the program in the next couple months!
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Developmental Disabilities
We have taken applied behavior analysis, an evidence-based practice that facilitates the development of social, 
communication, and daily functioning skills, and created our one-of-a-kind Specialty Applied Behavior Analysis 
program, which combines applied behavior analysis services with our wraparound philosophy. Specifically, 
wraparound aims to keep children and their families together through individualized services developed in  
a family-centered, team planning process, and are provided at home and in the community. Developmental 
Disabilities services are funded by commercial insurance.

Among the 84 children and youth with autism that were served in our Specialty Applied Behavior Analysis program, 
there were over 7,460 target skills goals, of which 66% were mastered. Other outcomes include:  

85% OF FAMILIES WERE SATISFIED WITH THEIR LIFE

84% OF FAMILIES REPORTED THEIR CHILD OR YOUTH GETS ALONG BETTER WITH FAMILY MEMBERS

82% OF FAMILIES REPORTED THEIR CHILD OR YOUTH IS BETTER AT HANDLING DAILY LIFE

72% OF FAMILIES REPORTED THEIR CHILD OR YOUTH IS DOING BETTER IN SCHOOL

Residential Services
Our Residential Services program is a highly structured, round-the-clock treatment program that provides a nurturing 
place for children and youth to live in a neighborhood setting. 

The goal of the program is to stabilize the child or youth so they can return to their permanent family home. For those 
who cannot safely return to their families of origin, Family Finding services are available to locate other relatives 
who may be able to provide a safe, loving, and supportive home. The funding for Residential Services is from the 
Department of Family and Children’s Services in Santa Clara County.

Of the 41 children and youth served, at the end of treatment:

89% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH MAINTAINED THEIR EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT OR WERE  
ABLE TO DECREASE THE LEVEL OF CARE NEEDED IN AN EDUCATIONAL SETTING

89% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH AVOIDED SUSPENSION AND/OR EXPULSION

86% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH REPORTED THEY ARE BETTER AT HANDLING DAILY LIFE

79% OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH REPORTED THEY ARE SATISFIED WITH THEIR FAMILY LIFE 
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COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR THERAPY

CORE ELEMENTS

FUNCTIONAL FAMILY THERAPY

INCREDIBLE YEARS

Behavioral Health Treatment

Evidence-Based Practices

Uplift Family Services utilizes a number of evidence-based practices to target mental health symptoms.  
These include, but are not limited to:

A Story of Hope: Central Region

Matthias was referred to the Assertive Community Treatment program 
when he was 15-years-old after assaulting his mother and being placed 
on probation through the Family Behavioral Health Court. Matthias 
also struggled significantly with depressive symptoms, self-harm, and 
suicidal ideation. When his team at Uplift Family Services first started 
meeting with him, he was experiencing monthly hospitalizations, 
engaging in verbal aggression, and missing school. In his first therapy 
sessions, Matthias was not willing to say much. However, throughout 
his time with Uplift, his team was able to gain his trust, and he disclosed 
that he was a victim of abuse as a small child. Through individual 
therapy, substance abuse counseling, and family therapy, he reached 
stabilization and was able to successfully graduate from the program. 
Today, he is a healthy adult, about to graduate high school, with plans 
to study psychology at a local community college.

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Anxiety and Depression

86%
of children or youth with or at risk of developing  
post-traumatic stress disorder were prevented from 
meeting full criteria or improved to no longer meeting 
criteria for post-traumatic stress disorder, as measured by 
the UCLA Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Reaction Index.

92%
of children and youth at-risk of anxiety and depression 
were prevented from developing clinically significant 
depressive and anxious disorders as measured by the 
Revised Children’s Anxiety and Depression Scale.

MANAGING AND ADAPTING PRACTICES

MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING

PARENT-CHILD INTERACTION THERAPY

SEEKING SAFETY

STRENGTHENING FAMILIES

TRAUMA FOCUSED-COGNITIVE 
BEHAVIOR THERAPY

TRIPLE P
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Trauma-Informed Care
Children and youth who have experienced complex trauma often have difficulty 
identifying, expressing, and managing emotions. They often internalize 
and/or externalize stress reactions, and as a result, may experience significant 
depression, anxiety, or anger. Their emotional responses may be unpredictable or 
explosive. Because of their prior experiences, they are often vigilant and guarded 
in their interactions with others and are more likely to perceive situations as 
stressful or dangerous. Complex trauma affects individuals in various areas of 
their lives and has been linked with chronic mental and physical illnesses.

Of the children and youth served with a history of trauma, by the end of 
treatment, 55% improved in their ability to adjust to their traumas, whereby  
the trauma no longer impaired their daily functioning. 

Of those that were successful:

 At the beginning of treatment: By the end of treatment:

80%
HAD SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS  

WITH ANGER CONTROL

87%
DID NOT HAVE PROBLEMS  

WITH ANGER CONTROL

76%
HAD IMPAIRMENTS IN  
SOCIAL FUNCTIONING

86%
IMPROVED OR MAINTAINED THEIR LEVEL  

OF ADAPTIVE SOCIAL FUNCTIONING

75%
EXHIBITED PROBLEM  

BEHAVIORS AT SCHOOL

85%
NO LONGER EXHIBITED  

PROBLEM SCHOOL BEHAVIORS

65%
HAD PROBLEMS  

WITH ATTENDANCE

91%
HAD NO PROBLEMS  
WITH ATTENDANCE

96%
OF FAMILIES DESCRIBE  
THE AGENCY AS BEING 

CULTURALLY SENSITIVE

85%
OF FAMILIES FEEL THEY  

ARE VERY INVOLVED  
IN THE TREATMENT

92%
OF FAMILIES REPORT  

OUR SERVICES ARE  
EASILY ACCESSIBLE

Caregiver Report

Of the 2,242 caregivers surveyed:
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Since our founding 150 years ago, Uplift Family Services has produced innovative 
programs based on the best available practices and research, consistently achieving 
transformative outcomes for the children and family members we serve. 

www.upliftfs.org

@upliftfamily

Design by Mission Minded

Confidentiality of Uplift Family Services 
children and families has been preserved 
through the use of models.

Tax ID# 94-2295953


